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I. Introduction

S ince 2014, PeaceTech Lab has undertaken research and worked with local partners 
in Myanmar, Kenya, and South Sudan to better understand the dynamics of hate 
speech and the impact of such language on violent events. Through its research, the 
Lab has attempted to address a gap in recent efforts to tackle hate speech and its 

effect on communities in conflict zones—namely, how do we identify and contextualize lan-
guage that can contribute to violence? To successfully monitor and counter hate speech, we 
must first identify specific terms and the social and political context that makes them offen-
sive, inflammatory, or even potentially dangerous.1 This notion is the springboard for much of 
the Lab’s work on combating hate speech.

In 2017, the Lab extended its work to include Nigeria. Nigeria’s conflicts are multiple, interre-
lated, and evolving—ethnic, religious, settler/indigene, resource-driven, and regionally based. 
They involve the major war over Biafra’s secession to the episodic Christian-Muslim violence 
in the Middle Belt,2 and more recently, the Boko Haram Islamic insurgency in the Northeast 
and the growing herder-farmer conflicts. Hate speech, as in other countries, is used as a tool 
to achieve political and material ends, and online hate speech is simply the twenty-first-cen-
tury version of such speech. With the increasing role of hate speech as a feature of Nigeria’s 
general elections in 2011 and 2015,3 and its prevalence around the trigger issues above, there 
is much concern as the country looks toward elections in 2019. As one online news publisher 
reported, “We’re not living in normal times…everybody is agitated.”4

Therefore, PeaceTech Lab has produced this lexicon of terms used online during a finite peri-
od in Nigeria in order to analyze how hate language potentially fueled its conflicts. This initia-
tive also seeks to identify alternative language that would mitigate or counter the impact of 
hate speech on Nigeria’s multiple conflicts and thereby help build peace in the country. Final-
ly, this resource intends to inform other individuals and organizations involved in combating 
hate speech in Nigeria—and potentially elsewhere—so that their work can be more effective.

The project consists of four main phases designed to aid peacebuilding in Nigeria, as well as 
contribute to the community of practice working to address online hate speech, media, and 
violent conflict. These phases are summarized below.

1. Develop a lexicon of online hate speech. The creation of a lexicon of hate speech terms 
commonly used on digital media in the Nigerian context will provide a qualitative and 
quantitative analytical foundation that local and international groups can use to more ef-
fectively monitor and counter hate speech. The lexicon is also designed to raise awareness 
among Nigerian social media users, including those in diaspora communities.

2. Produce data visualizations. For this lexicon, PeaceTech Lab used both human and auto-
mated monitoring to create data visualizations that provide additional insight on how hate 
language is used in broader online narratives related to peace and conflict. Monitoring has 
also produced sample posts that demonstrate the context in which certain terms are used 
online.

http://www.peacetechlab.org/
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3. Validate the lexicon and analysis through a “ground-truth” process of dialogues with 
local actors. PeaceTech Lab, in partnership with the Center for Information Technology 
and Development (CITAD), conducted a series of focus group discussions with a mix of Ni-
gerians in Abuja and Kano to validate the context of the hate speech terms identified in the 
lexicon. Discussions focused on building consensus around the terms and their context, as 
well as how online hate narratives can fuel violence on the ground. 

4. Apply research to practice through a PeaceTech Exchange workshop. To assist Nigerian 
peacebuilding organizations in combating hate speech, the Lab and CITAD hosted a three-
day workshop in Abuja to introduce participants to technology tools that would help them 
identify, monitor, or counter hate speech in their communities. The lexicon of hate speech 
terms was introduced as a practical tool to guide the technology-based peacebuilding 
projects that were developed during the workshop and subsequently implemented by 
participant groups.

II. The Lexicon
To compose the lexicon, the project team (comprising PeaceTech Lab and CITAD staff) 
conducted an online survey of Nigerians to identify terms that are contributing to Nigeria’s 
conflicts. More than 100 survey respondents identified the terms and contextual information 
synthesized below. The terms are listed in order of frequency of appearance in the survey 
results. Focus group discussions, involving another 40 participants, were conducted in Abuja 
and Kano to similarly identify terms, but also to include qualitative analysis and context 
for the terms. After an initial draft of the lexicon was prepared, validation sessions involving 
another 30 individuals were held in Abuja to refine the document. PeaceTech Lab specialists 
provided data visualizations to represent the terms and their associations. Once the draft 
reached its final stages, it was reviewed by a small, but diverse, group of Nigerians serving as 
the project’s expert advisers. 

For each term, the “Definition” section contains information that survey respondents provid-
ed in survey questions 1–3 about the term’s origins, general meaning, and related informa-
tion. The “Why it is offensive/inflammatory” section discusses information that respondents 
provided in survey question 4 as to why they believed the term was offensive and inflamed 
the conflict, including past usages, historical references to past conflict, and other contextual 
information. Finally, the “Alternative words that could be used” section lists terms provided 
by respondents in survey question 7 that they thought could be used in place of the offensive 
and inflammatory terms or to mitigate or counter those terms. Further discussion about the 
survey, focus group discussions, workshops, and other aspects of the project’s methodology 
can be found in Annex A in Part III below. 
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Conflict in Nigeria: A Summary
Although Nigeria’s independence from British dominion in 1960 occurred without major 
violent conflict, violence nonetheless has been a feature in the state’s consolidation into an 
independent, federal nation. Conflict has manifested in multiple, sometimes interrelated, 
ways in Nigeria, often with highly localized attributes. First, there has been longstanding con-
flict over the nature of governance in Nigeria. Nigeria’s seven military coups, counter-coups, 
and attempted coups5—as well as the secession of the eastern region, which led to the Biafra 
War—can be seen in large part as contests over governance. The early years of the republic, 
particularly the military coups, featured a battle over whether the state would be unitary or 
federal; in more recent years, with the federal republic established, conflicts emerged over 
its federal character (i.e., allocations and relations between state and central government).6 
In recent decades, conflict has also been fueled by allegations of corruption or actual cor-
ruption. Indeed, nearly all Nigeria’s military rulers have absconded with the nation’s assets, 
the country regularly ranks near the bottom of global corruption indices, and national and 
international initiatives to police or recover assets have had limited success.7 This corruption 
exacerbates tensions over resource distribution and income inequality.

With about 50 percent of the population adhering to either Islam or Christianity,8 the country 
has often been divided along religious lines as well. In states where one religion predomi-
nates, followers of the other faith have faced discrimination or persecution, while the Middle 
Belt states of Nigeria have featured recurring episodes of Muslim-Christian violence since 
1992. Another factor in Nigeria’s political and security environment is the impact of gover-
nance on its ethnic groups; although Hausa, Fulani, Yoruba, and Igbo are the largest groups, 
there are over 250 ethnic groups in the country9 often identified with particular states or re-
gions. Indeed, to the extent that ethnicity is identified with other conflict issues—for example, 
those who sought Biafran independence were predominantly Igbo, while many of the herders 
in today’s farmer-herder conflicts are Fulani—it serves as an “accelerant” to other conflicts. As 
with religion, where one ethnic group predominates in a state, minority ethnic groups have 
been locked out of political power or faced discrimination in employment, housing, or estab-
lishing businesses.

Local claims between “settlers” and “indigenes” (defined by the length of one’s legacy in an 
area) concerning rights to land or resources have recently added another layer of conflict in 
Nigeria. Finally, resources—or their use or diminishment—have long exacerbated conflict in 
the country. Oil, which was seen as the means to fuel national development, also brought 
opportunities for corruption, as well as environmental degradation and public health crises, 
spawning protests in oil-producing states. In more recent years, climate change has had 
multiple impacts—for example, forcing pastoralists to move from traditional livestock routes 
to new grazing areas that encroach on farmers’ land—providing a regular spark for conflict in 
Middle Belt states and increasingly beyond.10
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Unfortunately, Nigeria’s complex conflict dynamics mean that these “triggers” of violence 
often occur together, making peaceful solutions that much more difficult to identify and carry 
out. For example, Niger Deltans’ resentment that “their” oil resource found in the river delta 
is being spent on the agricultural North takes on a religious coloration, in that the South is 
predominantly Christian and the North is predominantly Muslim. It also takes on an ethnic 
coloration, as the South is predominantly Igbo and Yoruba, while the North is predominantly 
Hausa and Fulani.

Over the course of Nigeria’s history, its leaders have undertaken numerous constitutional, 
legal, and policy initiatives to address each of these areas. At the national level, the “federal 
character” approach was first instituted in the 1979 constitution to ensure that Nigerian states 
are represented in government. The aim was to develop a more inclusive form of governance 
and guard against marginalization. The provision was enhanced in the 1999 constitution to 
require that the country’s “federal character” be promoted such that no state or ethnic or 
sectional group shall predominate in governance.11 As such, each state is required to have 
at least one representative in the cabinet.12 However, in order for balance to be accurately 
assessed—whether for appointments, distribution of revenues, or redistricting—Nigeria must 
have a reliable census. The first post-independence census in 1962 was highly controversial 
and criticized for its accuracy, leading to a re-run in 1963, which itself was controversial.13 
Since then, the spatial distribution of the population has been politicized and subsequent 
censuses’ numbers contested, with criticisms that some jurisdictions have undercounted 
while others have been exaggerated. Given these huge governance and security challenges, 
there are efforts underway in Nigeria for a “restructuring”—a reconsideration of its system of 
governance.14

One way Nigeria has addressed conflict stemming from inadequate group representation has 
been by creating additional states out of existing ones. Nigeria had three regions at indepen-
dence, 19 states by the mid-1970s, and then 30 states and the Federal Capital Territory (FCT) 
by 1991. Today, Nigeria comprises 36 states—each with governors and legislatures—and the 
FCT, as well as 774 local governments.15 Although state creation was intended to ensure better 
representation and prevent conflict, and may have been a legitimate, evolutionary construct 
of Nigerian governance, it also meant that there would be continual agitation for the rep-
resentation and resources the creation of a new state might bring. Beyond constitutional 
changes, successive national governments have used policy initiatives to address more local 
conflicts—for example, the 2009 amnesty program for Movement for the Emancipation of the 
Niger Delta (MEND) rebels, who had fought to obtain greater control of the resources generat-
ed from their oil-producing region.16

Although there were remarkable improvements in how the 2015 general elections were 
conducted, lending them credibility, the political landscape in their aftermath is deeply 
divided. Four key issues drive this division. The first is the anti-corruption agenda of the 
president, which is opposed by politicians both within his party and in the opposition and is 
believed to be actively subverted by some members of his government. The second issue is 
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the perception that the anti-corruption agenda is selective, targeting members of the op-
position, or ineffective, as the difficulties in successfully prosecuting the Senate president 
demonstrate.17 Third, there is the perception that the Southeast region, which did not vote for 
the president, has been deliberately marginalized in government policymaking. This narrative 
of marginalization has been used by Biafran secessionists as the basis for renewed agitation, 
with the Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB)’s Nnamdi Kanu demanding secession from the 
country.18 Finally, there is the continued detention of the leadership of the Islamic Movement 
of Nigeria (IMN), a Shiite group whose 2015 protest was brutally suppressed by the Nigeri-
an army, resulting in nearly 350 people dead and hundreds injured.19 These four issues are 
compounded by Boko Haram’s continued insurgency in the Northeast and an economy still 
recovering from the oil-price decline that drastically reduced state budgets in a country where 
more than 60 percent of the population is in extreme poverty.20

All of these fissures have combined to reinforce and exacerbate already existing ethnic, reli-
gious (both inter- and intra-), and regional divisions, which have sparked a growing volume 
of hate speech. According to an Abuja-based civil society leader, “We have never been more 
divided in Nigeria than we have seen from 2015 until now.”21 The appearance and prolifera-
tion of hate speech is partly due to the importance of the upcoming February 2019 general 
elections for the consolidation of democracy in Nigeria. Considerable progress on election 
processes and procedures has occurred. For example, the 2014 Nigerian Media Code of 
Election Coverage obligates media houses to prevent hate speech.22 However, the underly-
ing issues remain unaddressed because politicians see the short-term benefit of using hate 
speech despite risks to society over the long term. Indeed, although a number of politicians 
have been prosecuted, to date none have been convicted of incitement.23 Indeed, as a civil so-
ciety representative observed in an interview, “There’s no hate speech without sponsorship at 
some level by the political elite. Someone’s backing it.”24 As in other countries, the politicians 
and parties employ social media activists to mobilize followers and sentiment; Facebook is 
efficient and inexpensive and thus is a focus of their activities, according to an online news 
publisher.25 Hate speech is already prevalent online; with Nigeria’s myriad conflicts fueling the 
fire, the 2019 elections could be a real flashpoint for the country. 

This lexicon aims to identify how hate speech fuels Nigeria’s conflicts, to identify alternative 
language that can mitigate or counter its impact, and to inform and contribute to the work of 
others involved in combating hate speech and building peace in Nigeria.
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Words or Phrases That Are Offensive and Inflammatory
The words and phrases that follow were the terms most frequently identified by survey 
respondents as “offensive and inflammatory” and contributing to violent conflict in Nigeria. 
The terms’ ranking, meaning, and context were further critiqued by workshop participants in 
Nigeria, as well as by the project’s Nigerian expert advisers. Based on these terms and their 
associated data, PeaceTech Lab staff then employed human and automated monitoring to 
identify examples of such terms in online posts,26 as well as “word clouds”27 that show how 
the terms are associated with other terms, actions, or events.

1. Nigeria is a zoo

Other spellings and related references: zoo/zoo country/#Zoopeople/Zoo Republic/
Nigeria is a zoo; all animals in it must die/animals zoo

Sample posts:

Please note that the 
sample posts as well 
as the word clouds 
not only contain 
offensive and inflam-
matory terms but also 
obscene terms.
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Definition: The term is commonplace and has different usages across Nigeria’s various 
communities. However, in the current dispensation, it is primarily associated with Nnamdi 
Kanu, the leader of the Independent People of Biafra (IPOB) movement, who has referred to 
the rest of Nigeria, or specifically the “Arewa people” (i.e., Northerners), as a zoo. Some survey 
respondents noted that some Igbos use the word “zoo” to describe the Northern part of the 
country, while still other respondents report that some people believe that Northerners think 
they “own the zoo.” In its more general usage—that things are generally dysfunctional—it is 
not considered hate speech, as it is mainly deployed in a joking manner.

Why it is offensive/inflammatory: As one respondent noted, it is offensive because it 
relates a large group of people to animals that are “senseless, illiterate, and wild.” Although 
in some societies a zoo is a place to observe wild animals peacefully, the usage here high-
lights the wildness of the animals—“lawless and disorderly”—and thus, like wild game, “we 
are animals to be hunted.” The political implication of such language is that it conveys poor 
governance and that “the culture is not worth defending.” More specifically, it is intended to 
portray Nigeria as a failed or oppressive society, much like a zoo is to caged animals, from 
which Biafrans need to be released to achieve liberation. A counter reading is that other 
Nigerians (or at least those opposed to Biafra) think Biafrans are dehumanizing them in order 
to justify possible attacks, leading to mass killing, since Kanu has repeatedly said they were 
ready to fight. With specific regard to Kanu’s charge, it promotes division and separation and 
thus threatens Nigeria’s unity.

Alternative words that could be used: Nigeria; Nigerians; fellow Naija brothers/sisters; 
countrymen/countrywomen; we’re all in it together
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2. Aboki

Other spellings and related references: abokis/aboki cow/malu

Sample posts:

Definition: The term actually means “friend” in Hausa. However, it is used in a derogatory 
manner by people in the South to refer to people from the North, especially Hausa or Fulani 
people, characterizing them as illiterate, unintelligent, or foolish. Some Igbo and Yoruba 
people also use it to mean that Hausa are destitute, lower-class, or without a future. It may 
be informally and neutrally used as a greeting to a person who is familiar, but not an actual 
friend, and is in a dependent relationship to the speaker, such as a clerk or security guard. 
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“Malu” refers to cows and connotes a similar notion of an uncivilized person; it is mostly used 
by people in the Southeast to refer to a Hausa man who not only is illiterate but also lacks 
clear direction—like a cow that roams without a clear destination.

Why it is offensive/inflammatory: The term is highly dependent on the speaker’s intent, on 
who is targeted, and the purpose in doing so. Some Southerners employ it to refer to North-
erners whom they consider “uncivilized and foolish” and inferior in social status. It applies 
negative attributes of an individual to an entire group and gives a feeling of superiority to the 
user (e.g., “Aboki, shine my shoe”). However, it resonates at the political level as well, where 
people post on Facebook, “We can’t vote for this aboki,” as one workshop attendee reported. 
Politically, when people (from the Southwest) use the term “aboki,” as in “the candidate is 
aboki,” they intend to convey that the candidate is an “illiterate” from the North or that all 
Northerners are illiterate. There is a subtext to the latter use that makes it offensive to other 
ethnic groups from the North in two senses. One is that the grouped-together “Hausa-Fulanis” 
are also referred to collectively as “illiterate.” Second, and more important, it denies Northern-
ers an identity, writing them off as uncivilized people.

Alternative words that could be used: Northern, Hausa, or Fulani person 
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3. Arne

Other spellings and related references: arna/aruna/ar’na/kirdi (Kanuri)

Sample posts:

Definition: “Arne” is a term used to describe a pagan or someone who does not believe in 
a monotheistic God. Over the past few decades, it has often been used by some Muslims to 
describe Christians. It is often used by Muslim Hausa speakers to refer to those who espouse 
Christianity, especially in the North, as “infidels” or “unbelievers.” Other respondents claimed 
it is now even used by other Muslims, and not just Hausa-speaking Muslims, to describe Chris-
tians throughout the country. However, use of the term may primarily be a feature of Mus-
lim-Christian conflict among Northerners themselves. In Islam, Christians are considered to be 
“people of the Holy Book” and are not therefore considered to be pagans; however, the term 
is used by Muslims who are not well educated in their religion or by some extremist sects who 
consider all non-members of their group as pagans. A couple of workshop participants argued 
that those who used “arne” actually meant “kafir” (see below). This meaning seems to make 
sense because some attendees argued that “arne” concerns extreme and strict adherence to 
doctrine, which is more indicative of “kafir.” 
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Why it is offensive/inflammatory: It seeks to deny the validity and practice of the other 
person’s faith or lack of faith and proclaims the superiority of the speaker’s faith—in this case, 
Islam. For extremist groups, it is an affirmation that the non-Muslim should be forcefully con-
verted or killed. As such, it is not only pejorative and insulting, but in using it, the speaker de-
nies the humanity and identity of the targeted person. As a workshop attendee put it, “It could 
start a riot in 10 minutes.” One survey respondent added, “Although some Muslims are against 
the usage of the word, during crisis situations, it is used to ignite violent attacks against 
non-Muslims,” specifically to mobilize Muslim youth. Another noted, “It shows intolerance for 
other people’s opinions and beliefs which the constitution expressly grants freedom to.”

Alternative words that could be used: non-Muslim; Christian; Christian friend; Christian faith-
ful; the people of the book; we are believers; we are all children of God from Adam and Eve
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4. Boko Haram

Other spellings and related references: Bokoharamists/the Jihadists/Islamist Boko 
Haram/Islamist Fundamentalists

Sample posts:

Definition: In Hausa, the term means “Western education is prohibited” or “Western educa-
tion is a sin” and is the common name used to refer to the terror group from Northeastern Ni-
geria whose insurgency has killed thousands of Nigerians since 2009—Muslims and Christians 
alike. However, members of the organization do not use this term, but rather a formal Arabic 
name, Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad. Northern Muslims use the term “Boko 
Haram” because of the strong ideological opposition the group has to Western education. 
Others, however, including some Southerners, use the term to demonize Northerners in gen-
eral by suggesting they are all members of believers in the creed of the terrorist organization. 
Consequently, it is used as a tool to exacerbate North-South conflicts. It also has religious 
implications, as it is used to insinuate that all Muslims support Boko Haram.
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Why it is offensive/inflammatory: As one person commented, “If there is anything that has 
destroyed the image of this country more than anything else, it is Boko Haram, the Jihad-
ists.” Thus, being labeled a follower or member means that the person or group is a terrorist, 
dangerous, and someone who kills indiscriminately, ultimately undermining the security and 
well-being of the country. Such a person poses a threat and might be preventively captured or 
killed. According to one respondent, in “generalizing all Muslims as terrorists, it has a tenden-
cy to spark inter-religious violence,” as those who fear attack might act pre-emptively. In both 
Muslim and Christian communities, once people discover that someone is a Boko Haram, the 
usual response is a mob action to kill the person. It is assumed that he/she is there to spy on 
people and set up targets, so it is better to eliminate him/her. More generally, the term is used 
to ascribe the characteristics of intolerance and reaction to all Muslims.

Alternative words that could be used: Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad; JAS/
JAS members; Islamic State in West Africa/ISWA/ISWAP; extremist; terrorist; hardliner; killers; 
insurgents; “Those in the business of Boko Haram should be referred to as Boko Haram, mili-
tants should be known as militants, kidnappers should be known as kidnappers, and so on”
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5. Parasites

Other spellings and related references: bloodsuckers/vultures/pests

Sample posts:

Definition: A parasite is an organism that sustains itself by living off a host organism; it is 
someone who feeds on the sweat of another’s labor, where the host itself does not ben-
efit. At one level, the elites produced by the reign of the generals bastardized the idea of 
resource-sharing designed for the country. The term, like others, is about power and rela-
tionships to it, but it is also specifically about resources. This term has regional implications 
in that some people from the South-South and Southeast refer to poorer Northerners as 
economic parasites on the country’s resources, particularly the revenue-earning oil. To some 
extent, this characterization has been applied to the government, as its leadership is seen 
as dominated by Northerners. Another common “parasite” flashpoint is the value-added tax 
collected on alcohol sales. All states, including predominantly Muslim states, benefit from the 
tax, although in principle all do not contribute to it. In practice, some Muslims consume alco-
hol, demonstrating that the issue is more about perception than reality. However, workshop 
participants noted that this definition lacks substance. For example, the North’s agriculture 
helped develop Nigeria before oil flowed, and some Southern communities have benefited 
from amnesties for rebels, training and re-training, and environmental cleanup of oil spills in 
their home areas.
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Why it is offensive/inflammatory: A parasite can threaten the existence of the host organ-
ism—although in nature, some live symbiotically—so the host may seek to extinguish this 
threat. Labeling someone a parasite suggests he/she has no right to where he/she lives or to 
the resources from which he/she benefits. In addition, most people understand parasites to 
be insects and, thus, easily exterminated without much consideration. In practice, it is mainly 
used by Christian Igbos to stir up their people against Northerners in general but Hausa-Fu-
lani Muslims in particular, and this is provocative because there are many Igbos also living in 
the North. Similarly, IPOB argues that the rest of Nigeria “parasites” its resources. It also has 
settler/indigene implications, such as with the crisis in Jos, where people who have moved 
to new areas or are pastoralists are seen as taking from the region or from the land itself. The 
term also attacks the “federal character” of Nigeria articulated in the constitution, in that the 
country’s resources—from oil to civil-service positions to higher-education placement—were 
meant to be distributed among all Nigerians.

Alternative words that could be used: Northerners; settlers; “everyone is an indigene;” 
resource nationalism; Nigerian; citizen
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6. Almajiri

Other spellings and related references: almajirai/almajiris

Sample posts:

Definition: “Almajiri” is a Hausa term that refers to young students sent out by their family to 
travel away from home to study the Quran. As they are away from home, they are expected to 
depend on charity for survival, with the idea that dependence on alms and gifts teaches them 
humility. It is used with negative intent by others to refer to such people as beggars. The usage 
may have evolved from practical realities, in that communities and Muslim scholars used to 
take care of their students but, facing financial crisis, sent students out to solicit funds. It takes 
on religious and regional dimensions when the speaker associates the term with the predom-
inantly Muslim North. According to one survey respondent, “‘Almajirai’ is a plural of ‘almajiri,’ 
which stands for someone who left his hometown to go to another city to seek Islamic edu-
cation and, in the process, begs for food. On many Facebook pages belonging to Igbos and 
Yorubas, the word is used to refer to Hausas.”
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Why it is offensive/inflammatory: A beggar is someone who depends on another for exis-
tence. Using the term to characterize a region or religion in this negative way labels them as 
destitute, incompetent, vulnerable, or lacking the skills needed to take care of themselves. 

Alternative words that could be used: Northerners; Hausas; illiterate

7. Inyamiri

Other spellings and related references: Inyammiri Dodon Doya/nyamiri/inyamirin/
inyamuri/yanmiri/yamiris

Sample posts:
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Definition: There are differences as to meaning and context for this word and related phras-
es. According to some, it is an Igbo term referring to someone who is “a cheat, cunning, and 
loves money too much” or “a stupid Igbo man.” Another version has its origins in the civil war 
between the Nigerian Army and the Biafran rebels, where the helpless Igbos, lacking food 
and water, could not communicate in Hausa, Pidgin, or English, and so used the Igbo phrase 
“yem-iri.” Another rendition has is that “yem-iri” was wrongly pronounced by a Hausa man 
but still came into use. Today, it is generally used by some Hausa people to deride the Igbo or 
Southeasterners.

Why it is offensive/inflammatory: It is a negative characterization that is used by some 
Hausa to denigrate a whole group of people, the Igbo, as greedy, selfish, and stingy. “Some 
bloggers and social media users use them to deride or stir up emotion.”

Alternative words that could be used: Igbo man/person; Southeasterner
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8. Animal

Other spellings and related references: animals/animals to be killed/Agwoi

Sample posts: Due to the generic nature of the term, the Lab’s monitoring did not detect 
sample posts reflecting the inflammatory context of the term. For the same reason, the word-
cloud visualization offers some irrelevant associations to the term.

Definition: Describing a person as an animal, or a group of people as animals, implies that 
they lack intelligence, feelings, and self-control, and thus are not deserving of rights. Accord-
ing to one respondent, some “Biafra agitators use the term to refer to Nigerians who don’t 
want the country to disintegrate. These agitators see Nigeria as a zoo and every ’other’ Nige-
rian as an animal.” Indeed, IPOB leader Nnamdi Kanu has used “animal” as well as “Nigeria is 
a zoo.” Another participant added, “The Igbo generally refer to the Hausa-Fulani as animals 
even though it also triggers a violent reply. This association may also resonate because 
some Hausa-Fulani Northerners are herdsmen and there have been violent farmer-herder 
incidents.” “Agwoi” is a term that has been used by people from Benue to characterize Fulani 
herdsmen as animals.

Why it is offensive/inflammatory: Animals lack consciences, “the capacity to think or act 
rationally,” and are “lawless and disorderly.” Equating a person with an animal or a group 
with animals is intentionally demeaning and is an implicit call to control or kill the target, 
since wild animals are there to be hunted. The term’s intent, and to some degree its usage, is 
related to the phrase “Nigeria is a zoo”; “animal” is meant to stigmatize an individual, whereas 
“Nigeria is a zoo” is used to insult a group or region.

Alternative words that could be used: Nigerian; Hausa; Yoruba; citizen; human being
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9. Biafrats

Other spellings and related references: Biafrat zombies/Biafarats/Biafra/Biafran 
agitators/Biafrog/Biafraud/Biafrauds

Sample posts:

Definition: Biafra is the name of a movement and self-proclaimed republic in Nigeria’s South-
east that sought to secede in the latter 1960s, a rebellion that was put down by the Nigerian 
government and armed forces at a cost of three million casualties. The secession effort was 
by definition illegal, as well as divisive, so the term holds those connotations. These terms 
are compound English words linking the word “Biafra” with various negative terms. Biafra 
and rats, Biafra and frog, and Biafra and fraud are some of the combinations. Many of those 
who supported secession for Biafra were Igbo, and thus, that group is particularly targeted. 
The term is used by Yorubas, Northerners, and South-South people on social media—often in 
reaction to Biafra militants’ use of “zoo” to describe Nigeria.
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Why it is offensive/inflammatory: As one workshop attendee noted, the word has no basis 
in any language “but was constructed for hate.” Linking the word “Biafra” and a negative term 
is intended to denigrate a person from Biafra or denigrate Biafrans as a group. Use of the term 
builds on the foundation of trauma remaining from the civil war. Indeed, although the term 
may intend to target Biafran militants, using the term broadly labels anyone living in the areas 
considered “Biafra.” In particular, the term “Biafrat” is threatening, as rats are often extermi-
nated by humans. “Biafraud” is used to refer to “Biafra agitators” and implies that the mili-
tants and their cause are fraudulent or deceitful. Given the historic civil war, the term “Biafra” 
in general suggests division, secession, and a threat to the existence of Nigeria as a unified 
state.

Alternative words that could be used: “Our Southern or Eastern brothers”; Southeast; 
Biafran; secessionist; Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB); Nigerian
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10. Herdsman/herdsmen

Other spellings and related references: Buhari herdsmen/Fulani herdsman/stubborn 
Fulani herdsmen/Fulani herdsmen are kidnappers and criminals/herdsmen vampires/
herdsmen leeches/killer herders

Sample posts:
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Definition: The term refers to Fulani men who have traditionally moved their livestock herds 
to graze on lands in northern Nigeria. Climate change, population growth or displacement 
(e.g., Fulani in Abuja), and other development issues have affected the herdsmen’s access to 
quality grazing land. This has led them to try new areas for grazing and thus encroach on oth-
ers’ land in central Nigeria, and even the Southeast. For the same reasons, some farmers have 
encroached on herdsmen’s traditional grazing routes. The issue easily escalates: The livestock 
are not easily controlled and damage farmers’ crops, the farmers retaliate on an individual 
basis to seek justice, and the herdsmen arm themselves in response. The problem is serious, 
as hundreds have now been killed and violent clashes are increasing in frequency; evidence 
suggests some incidents have been instigated by criminal or political syndicates, and the 
federal government has not found a solution.

Why it is offensive/inflammatory: It is intended to convey that someone is “lawless, dis-
orderly, an invader, and a parasite” living off the land they do not own. Used to incite violent 
action, it labels all Northerners as Hausa-Fulani with these negative characteristics. It feeds 
into the conspiracy held by some Southerners that Northern Muslims are plotting to occupy 
their land. Using “Buhari herdsmen” not only tags the president with responsibility for herds-
men attacks, but also associates Northerners and Muslims with what is first and foremost 
a resource scarcity issue. Since non-herdsmen “hired guns have perpetrated some attacks 
blamed on herdsmen,” it feeds into the conspiracy that the herdsmen are a “Trojan horse” for 
Islamization.

Alternative words that could be used: pastoralists; herdsmen; cattlemen
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11. Product of baby factory

Other spellings and related references: baby factory/baby factory products/Ya’yan 
karuwai Wanda ake buga su a kamfani/born throwaway

Sample posts:
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Definition: This phase has its origins in specific incidents where young women were procured 
by trafficking syndicates and set up in houses to produce babies for sale. The incidents, which 
predominantly occurred in the Southeast of the country, were then exploited by sensational-
ist news media. Some respondents noted the term also arose to describe situations where a 
woman was impregnated by a man who did not want the child, and thus the woman was paid 
to “go away.” However, in its more general and harmful usage, the phrase is specifically used by 
Northerners on Facebook to target Igbo people. However, its variant—“born throwaway”—has 
also been used by Southerners to denigrate Northerners, who are seen as producing more 
children than they can take care of and are thus tempted to send them away as Almajirai (since 
a husband may have multiple wives and the North has higher birth rates in general).

Why it is offensive/inflammatory: The term is offensive because it applies socially negative 
terms to an entire group; it implies that the group is of lower social status, irresponsible or 
lacking reproductive control, infertile, engaging in cultic activities by selling rituals, or lacking 
morality. In Nigerian society, a woman may be ostracized if she becomes pregnant before 
marriage; if she becomes pregnant outside of marriage, she may not leave her marriage. 
Although this term can be viscerally offensive on a personal level, it becomes discriminatory 
and provokes action when applied generally to a group, such as the Igbo, or when it concerns 
the birth rates of Muslims and related conspiracies.

Alternative words that could be used: Igbo; drug traffickers, prostitutes (if this is accurate 
about a person); bastard
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12. Kafir

Other spellings and related references: kafirai/takafir

Sample posts:

Definition: Like “arne,” the term “kafir” refers to the targeted person’s religious belief, or lack 
of belief, but to a greater degree of religious purity, religiosity, or piety. It is used by some Mus-
lim as well as Christian leaders to mobilize followers in a religious crisis and is a political tool 
within northern Nigeria. Given the emphasis on purity or righteousness of belief, it also is used 
in intra-Muslim conflicts (e.g., between Sunni and Shia groups). For example, the related term 
“takafir” is used to brand certain sects as ungodly or doctrinal heretics. This usage of the term 
has been evident in social media following the army’s brutal suppression of the protest by 
Shia citizens at Zaria in December 2015, which left 350 sect members dead. Followers of other 
sects referred to the Shias as non-Muslims or nonbelievers and therefore “kafirai” (the Hausa 
plural for “kafir”).
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Why it is offensive/inflammatory: Calling someone a “kafir” (i.e., an infidel) labels the per-
son an outsider and a threat to the faith of the speaker and speaker’s group. It is used to justify 
destroying them and taking their property because the target is considered not only “other,” 
but also not legitimately faithful, like the speaker. Given this challenge to identity, the use of 
the term provokes instant responses, such as the frequent clashes between members of the 
Shia sect and the more Salafist sect known as Izala, which is prevalent in northern Nigeria.

Alternative words that could be used: Muslim; co-religionist
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Additional Words or Phrases That Are Offensive and Inflammatory
Below are additional terms that were less frequently cited by survey respondents. Thus, the terms had less contextual 
information but still received multiple mentions. The word or phrase is followed by a brief explanation as to why it is 
considered offensive and inflammatory.

Cockroaches/kyankyaso (Katsina) As an insect, it is subhuman and is often crushed or 
exterminated. Former Governor Shehu Shema of Katsina state used 
the term in 2014 to refer to his political opponents: “Yan adawa 
Kyankyasai ne, in sun taba ku kada ku barsu” (“People from the 
opposition are cockroaches; don’t leave them”).

Muslim extremist/Muslim terrorist/Mus-
lims are terrorists/Boko Haram people

(English) The phrases associate all Muslims with terrorism or violence.

Malo Christians, especially in the South, use this term to describe Muslims 
as simple and uncivilized. It is also used by students to refer to 
classmates whom they believe to be simple or less educated. 
However, some Christians in the North who are indigenes are labeled 
with the term.

Quit notice (When Northern youth give 
Southerners…)

(English) It refers to the declaration by a Northern youth that Igbo 
should leave (“quit”) the North, essentially a self-pogrom. The term is 
gaining broader usage; indeed, it is often used in the South, espe-
cially during a conflict or during rumors of a possible crisis. Given its 
pogrom or ethnic-cleansing character, it has the potential to fuel or 
inflame conflict.

Mallam/mallams (Yoruba) Yoruba use the term to describe Hausa and Fulani as beggars. 

Baboon/baboons/Baboons will be 
soaked in blood

(English) A baboon is a primate, subhuman, and wild; “soaked in 
blood” refers to current President Muhammadu Buhari’s reported 
warning in 2012 that both dog and baboon would be bloodied if the 
next election were rigged.

Hausa/Hausas are terrorists/son of  
Hausa (Rochas Okorocha)

(English) It labels a whole people as terrorists; Okorocha, the 
governor of Imo state, was accused of using hate speech.

Settler/settlers (English) It is used to deny someone land, business, or other rights 
based on his/her birth location.

PDPigs (Pidgin) Since pigs are not human, it is a derogatory characterization 
applied to People’s Democratic Party (PDP) members.

Nigeria will be burnt down (English) Nigeria must be separated, or there will be ethnic or 
religious clashes.

Karuwa (Hausa) Prostitute; used to refer to female politicians, especially in 
Nigeria’s North.

Yorubas’ pastors are worse than Boko 
Haram

(English) Used by Nnamdi Kanu to insult the Yorubas.
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Ana ta kashe mana yan’uwa a kudu, mu 
tashi mu rama

(Hausa) They are killing our people in the North; we should 
counter-attack.

Tsutsi/Tutsi Used to describe the Hausas/Fulanis, implying that they deserve the 
Tutsis’ fate in the 1994 Rwanda genocide.

Ewu (Igbo) An Igbo word meaning “goat”; used to describe Northerners.

Islamization of Nigeria (English) A term used by non-Muslim Southerners to allege that 
Muslims want to turn the country into an Islamic state; Muslims 
believe this allegation targets them as disloyal to the federal republic.

Our Mumu Don Do (Pidgin) “We are no more fools” or “Stop deceiving us.” The term was 
used as a “theme” for protesters, challenging President Buhari to 
either return from his lengthy 2017 medical trip or resign from office.

Northerners are political bigots and 
have a “born to rule” mentality

(English) A stereotypical and demeaning statement referring to 
Northern political leaders.

Okorohausa-Rochas (English/Igbo) Used by people in Imo state to refer to their governor, 
Okorochas; it implies that he is a puppet of the Hausa people.
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Online Sources of Words or Phrases That Are Offensive and 
Inflammatory
In response to survey question 5, survey respondents identified online platforms where they found offensive and 
inflammatory speech and, where possible, provided specific examples of such speech. This question could be 
answered generally (e.g., Facebook), but respondents were also requested to provide URLs or other location infor-
mation for user groups. In a number of cases, no URL was provided. It is important to note that these sources may 
contain some offensive and inflammatory speech, but the sources themselves or their overall content may not be 
offensive and inflammatory; indeed, they may be legitimate news media organizations or websites.

The platforms comprised globally known and accessible brands—Facebook, WhatsApp, YouTube, Twitter, and 
Instagram—as well as the comment sections of online versions of Nigeria’s newspapers, online news websites, news 
aggregators, and blogs.

Below are prominent Facebook pages where offensive and inflammatory speech was identified by respondents. A 
few personal Facebook pages were also identified but are not included, primarily for reasons of privacy and security, 
as it was not clear whether the individuals were public figures or created the pages for public endeavors. They were 
also not prominent in terms of number of followers.

Facebook ■■ www.facebook.com (National Youth Council pages for each state)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/ReportYourself/ (Sahara Reporters news and media website: 

3.01 million followers)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/groups/radiobiafralondon/ (Radio Biafra London closed 

group: 1.5 million members)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/radiobiafra/ (Biafra Radio page: 635,000 likes)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/www.broadcast.radiobiafra.co/ (Voice of Nnamdi community 

[Kanu teacher based in Germany]: 24,000 followers)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/groups/265276593545022/ (Nigerian People’s Parliament 

public group: 314,000 members)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/groups/169771663424195/ (Ex-Muslims vs. Muslims public 

group: 194,000 members)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/groups/1448662338703783/ (Taraba Focus closed group: 

35,000 members)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/groups/392662457484332/ (Save Taraba public group: 

2,900 members)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/zulyadainisidi.mustapha (Individual account of special advis-

er to Kano governor: 9,000 followers)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/WeAreIgbos/ (Page of We Are Igbos organization: 146,000 

likes)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/Voice-Of-Biafrans-1848560705456396/ (Page of Voice of 

Biafrans political organization: 239 likes)
■■ https://www.facebook.com/Premiumtimes/ (Page of Premium Times newspaper: 

1.2 million likes)

http://www.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/ReportYourself/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/radiobiafralondon/
https://www.facebook.com/radiobiafra/
https://www.facebook.com/www.broadcast.radiobiafra.co/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/265276593545022/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/169771663424195/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1448662338703783/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/392662457484332/
https://www.facebook.com/zulyadainisidi.mustapha
https://www.facebook.com/WeAreIgbos/
https://www.facebook.com/Voice-Of-Biafrans-1848560705456396/
https://www.facebook.com/Premiumtimes/
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Newspaper/ 
news websites

■■ Vanguard newspaper website: http://www.vanguardngr.com/
■■ Premium Times newspaper website: https://www.premiumtimesng.com/
■■ The Nation newspaper: http://thenationonlineng.net
■■ The Cable independent newspaper: https://www.thecable.ng
■■ Punch: http://punchng.com
■■ Sahara Reporters online news: www.SaharaReporters.com
■■ Reporters news site: www.reportersng.com
■■ Online news site: http://www.jeinrevo.com
■■ Sabi News site: https://www.sabinews.com
■■ News Express news site: www.newsexpressngr.com/
■■ Daily Post news site: www.dailypost.ng
■■ Point Blank News site: http://pointblanknews.com/
■■ Daily Nigerian news site: https://dailynigerian.com

Social media  
discussion pages

■■ Vanguard newspaper online community: http://community.vanguardngr.com
■■ Nairaland Forum: http://www.nairaland.com (1.9 million members)
■■ Naijapals social media network: http://www.naijapals.com (1 million plus members)

Twitter ■■ @EIENigeria: Account of Nigerian civil society organization (151,000 followers)
■■ @APCUKingdom: Official account of APC United Kingdom (56,000 followers)
■■ @CUPSNigeria: Account of UK-based Citizens United for Peace and Stability  

(3,500 followers)
■■ @BreadAndStew: Individual account of Wole Oke (1,300 followers)

YouTube ■■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abKPItoKY0M (“BIAFRA: Diezani sorry o! Sorry o! Biafra 
is the only solution to your problem- ASARI DOKUBO” video: 13 views)

■■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YB8vC8u1C8Q (Hip-hop musician Alchaddas B.O.C. 
Guchi song “Nyamiri”: 72 views)

■■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ds4AFO8vRc “Hate Speech: IPOB leader, Kanu blast 
Yorubas” video: 653 views)

WhatsApp ■■ Group of ABU Alumni members, Class of 1983

Feature websites ■■ Naija Single Girl blog: http://www.naijasinglegirl.com/
■■ Blog of ex-model Linda Ikeji: www.lindaikeji.blogspot.com (1.9 million Twitter followers)
■■ Entertainment portal: www.BellaNaija.com

http://www.vanguardngr.com/
https://www.premiumtimesng.com/
http://thenationonlineng.net
https://www.thecable.ng
http://punchng.com
http://www.SaharaReporters.com
http://www.reportersng.com
http://www.jeinrevo.com
https://www.sabinews.com
http://www.newsexpressngr.com/
http://www.dailypost.ng
http://pointblanknews.com/
https://dailynigerian.com
http://community.vanguardngr.com
http://www.nairaland.com
http://www.naijapals.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abKPItoKY0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YB8vC8u1C8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ds4AFO8vRc
http://www.naijasinglegirl.com/
http://www.lindaikeji.blogspot.com
http://www.BellaNaija.com
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Sources of Words and Phrases in Traditional Media 
That Are Offensive and Inflammatory
In addition, in question 7, the survey asked respondents to describe where among Nigeria’s traditional media 
outlets they found hate speech. In many cases, respondents replied in general terms; however, specific outlets were 
identified, as well as nonmedia sources (e.g., Islamic scholars’ preaching). These sources are listed in terms of the 
frequency of the mention of the format (e.g., radio). Note that if “Newspaper” was indicated but the respondent also 
indicated a particular newspaper, only the latter was counted.

Radio ■■ Radio generally
■■ Radio programs/radio program call-ins/radio political programs, such as Kowane Gauta 

and Harsheka Akalinka
■■ Radio Biafra
■■ Local radio in Kano/Kano radio political programs
■■ Arewa Radio
■■ Eastern radio generally
■■ Biafran radio generally
■■ Radio Wazobia

Newspapers ■■ Newspapers generally
■■ Newspaper/advertorials (a news story that is designed to appear as news but is actually 

purchased like an advertisement)
■■ Vanguard newspaper
■■ Sun newspaper
■■ Southern press generally

Television ■■ Television generally
■■ NTA/NTA during 2015 campaign
■■ AIT during 2015 campaign
■■ Channels TV News at 10
■■ Yobe State Television
■■ NTA Damaturu

General ■■ Taraba state-owned media

■■ Advert on NTA about not wanting war

■■ Comedies or dramas

Nonmedia ■■ Islamic scholars’ preaching/religious preachers referring to one sect as terrorist

■■ Political arena generally

■■ Informal meetings/forums/community forum
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III. Annex A: Survey Methodology and 
Considerations
Scope and Design
To investigate online speech and conflict in Nigeria, the project team created a web-based 
survey so that Nigerians could contribute their experiences and insights about the phenome-
non—as the team had done in 2016 regarding South Sudan.28 More than 100 people took the 
online survey in late summer 2017. In addition, in October the survey was administered in per-
son to another 40 people in focus group discussions in both Kano and Abuja; the discussions 
were arranged and facilitated by the Centre for Information Technology and Development 
(CITAD), PeaceTech Lab’s partner on this project in Nigeria. The team then held two days of 
workshops in Abuja to validate the lexicon’s findings and conducted interviews of key infor-
mants in Abuja in early November. Later that month, PeaceTech Lab and CITAD used a draft 
of the terms as a reference to explore technology applications for hate speech in a PeaceTech 
Exchange workshop in Abuja. Finally, in early 2018, the team assembled a small group of Nige-
rian advisers, who provided expert review of the draft lexicon.

Survey
As with the prior South Sudan survey, the project team decided not to make the survey pub-
licly available online to any person, given both the topic’s sensitivity and the desire for thor-
ough and reflective responses. Rather, CITAD assembled a list of potential respondents based 
on networks built from its work on hate speech, inter-religious dialogue, peacebuilding, and 
related issues.29 The team believed this reliance on CITAD’s networks would produce quality 
responses, even if the respondents were not randomly selected.

The project team drafted the survey. It considered its previous effort regarding South Sudan; 
CITAD’s and other initiatives in Nigeria, including that of scholar Susan Benesch; and other 
projects globally. Although these efforts on hate speech/dangerous speech emphasize differ-
ent “lenses,” or approaches, the team decided to use the more common phrase “offensive and 
inflammatory” in framing the survey questions. This decision was largely based on the fact 
that the survey’s primary goal was to have respondents identify specific terms that could in-
flame conflict rather than evaluate the variables of a particular framework. With this goal, the 
project team also intended to avoid prejudging or prequalifying the associations and dynam-
ics that the respondents assigned to the terms. “Offensive and inflammatory” is a more readily 
understood threshold that reflects hate speech’s core meaning as conveying offense, as well 
as possible incitement to action or discrimination. If a term were seen merely as offensive, it 
would not rise to the threshold of inclusion; it needed also to be inflammatory. Moreover, un-
like Kenya,30 Nigeria has not codified a general prohibition on hate speech per se,31 and thus a 
commonly understood and accepted definition is lacking.

The survey was hosted on a Google Forms platform because of the widespread familiarity with 
Google products, as well as Google’s security features. The survey was disseminated by Peace-
Tech Lab to more than 700 potential respondents via an email invitation in which the survey and 
project were introduced and in which a click-through button linked directly to the survey itself. 
Two reminders were sent to encourage participation. In the end, the survey achieved nearly a 20 
percent participation rate, a substantial response rate for an online survey.
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Focus Group Discussions in Abuja and Kano
Additionally, CITAD undertook two focus group discussions to administer the survey in person 
and discuss the context for hate speech in Nigeria. PeaceTech Lab staff, in conjunction with 
CITAD, designed a focus group discussion tool specifically for the sessions. The primary aim of 
these sessions in Kano and Abuja, beyond obtaining additional survey responses, was to elu-
cidate information directly from participants about the terms, context, and emotive topics (or 
“triggers”) that could cause violence that might not be possible in the restricted format of an 
online survey. From both online and in-person formats, more than 140 surveys were collected; 
this unique dataset of quantitative and qualitative information will add significantly to what 
is known about the dynamics of hate speech in Nigeria, as well as contribute to the growing 
data on hate speech globally.

Validation Workshops
Based on data from the survey and focus groups, a draft of the lexicon comprising the most 
frequently cited terms was produced and critiqued over the course of two days in workshops 
in Abuja. Held at Channels TV headquarters, the workshops comprised three segments of 
Nigeria’s population: youth leaders, women leaders, and civic and religious leaders—with 
overlap across the groups. The workshops provided important clarification on the origins 
and usage of the terms, and importantly, the contexts in which they were most potent, while 
also unearthing new terms. The sessions were audio-recorded to ensure accurate capture of 
the data and perspectives. Following the conclusion of the workshops, the primary project 
consultant held interviews with key informants arranged by CITAD. These informants included 
the publisher of online news portals, representatives of two leading civil society organizations, 
and an expert on Boko Haram. 

The inputs from the workshop sessions were then incorporated into a draft of the lexicon’s 
most frequently cited terms for use as a reference source for a three-day PeaceTech Exchange 
hosted by PeaceTech Lab and CITAD in Abuja. Following the event, three groups of partic-
ipants were awarded seed funds to launch technology-based initiatives to combat hate 
speech in their own communities. In this way, the Lab’s research—the lexicon—could also be 
applied to the practice of building peace in three different regions in Nigeria.

Finally, the project assembled a small group of Nigerians representing different communities, 
genders, and professions to provide expert review of the full draft lexicon. They contributed 
additional analysis and insights on the lexicon, helping to interpret local context and mean-
ings, and reviewed the relevance of the data visualizations and their associations to the terms.
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IV. Annex B: Online Survey Questions
1. What word or phrase have you seen online that is offensive and inflammatory and 

could contribute to violence? Please provide the complete phrase. (For example, in 
Iraq in the 1980s and Rwanda in the 1990s, political and military leaders referred to peo-
ple they disliked as “pests” and “cockroaches” to be exterminated.)

2. What is the language of this word or phrase? (Choices are English, Fulani, Hausa, Igbo, 
Pidgin, Yoruba, and Other. If “Other,” please identify which language.)

3. What is the English translation of this word or phrase? (If original language is English, 
please ignore and go to the next question.)

4. Why do you think this word or phrase is offensive and inflammatory? (Please pro-
vide a brief explanation. For example, “Group X’s website uses the term to stir up verbal 
attacks or riots against Y people.”)

5. Where did you see this word or phrase online? (Choices are Facebook, News website 
[for example, opinion section or article comments section], Twitter, WhatsApp, YouTube, 
and Other.)

6. If possible, please provide a link or URL to the word or phrase. (Using your browser’s 
drop-down options, highlight the URL, copy it, and paste it in the box below.)

7. For the word or phrase you identified, what is a different term that people can use 
to express their grievances—but is less offensive and inflammatory? (For example, 
in Burma, some Burmese describe a minority group as “Bengali” to deny them full rights, 
but they are accurately known as Rohingya.)

8. What specific issues or topics are most likely to trigger online speech that is offen-
sive and inflammatory? (For example: corruption, abuse of power and resources, land 
or pastoralist rights, or secession.)

9. Where in traditional media—radio, television, newspapers—are you seeing language 
that is offensive and inflammatory? (Please describe instances of such speech and 
what makes it offensive and inflammatory.)

10. Do you have another example of online speech that is offensive and inflammatory? 
(Choices are Yes or No.)

The “Other” option allowed respondents to input their own choice. Questions 3 and 6 were 
optional. Question 10 allowed respondents to repeat the same questions if they had addi-
tional terms. Once the respondent finished providing terms and information about them, 
they were then asked to complete the following biographical questions, which would remain 
confidential.

1. What is your full name?

2. What is your age? (Choices are ranges in years: 18‒25, 26‒35, 36‒45, 46‒55, 56 or older.)

3. What is your gender? (Choices are Male, Female, and Other.)

4. What is your mother tongue? (Choices are English, Fulani, Hausa, Igbo, Pidgin, Yoruba, 
and Other.)
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5. How do you describe yourself? (Choices are Academic/educator; Civil society member; 
Community/youth activist; Ethnic, religious, or regional association member; Govern-
ment official responsible for media/media regulation; Journalist/media expert or man-
ager; Peace activist; Religious or community leader; Women’s/gender rights activist; and 
Other.)

6. What is your current status? (Choices are Employed; Part-time/informally employed; 
Unemployed; Student; and Other.)

7. Where do you currently live? (Name of city, state, or country.)

8. What is your email address?

V. Issues and Risks
During the development of this lexicon, the project team encountered several issues, limita-
tions, or risks that it attempted to mitigate.

1. Concerns about privacy and security
As with the South Sudan lexicon, the survey pointedly did not ask respondents to identify ac-
tors who were using hate speech—although respondents did “name names” of leaders using 
such rhetoric in some cases. Consequently, the team focused the survey on the terms, their 
context, and where they were found rather than on who was disseminating them at any given 
time. Although sample online posts are presented to highlight the context of each term, the 
identities of the post authors are obscured. In addition, while emphasizing the survey’s con-
fidential nature, the team decided to distribute it through CITAD’s trusted networks to ensure 
substantive and thoughtful responses, but also to limit the potential that the survey could be 
“hijacked” by those with an agenda.

2. Sensitivities and parameters concerning hate speech
Hate speech is not a new phenomenon in Nigeria—indeed, the Nigerian Human Rights Com-
mission, Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation, CITAD, and others have examined the role of hate 
speech in the 2015 general elections.32 In one sense, hate speech appears to be ubiquitous on-
line, covered in the press, and acknowledged, unfortunately, as part of the social fabric. Thus, it 
would appear that a research project on the topic would face few sensitivities. Yet the workshop 
discussions did get argumentative at times, particularly among the civic leaders group, when 
origins and meanings of terms were in dispute. Further, because of the ongoing conflicts in the 
Northeast—Boko Haram, first and foremost—the team was unable to hold workshops in Kano 
and other cities, although participants in various stages of the project were from Kano, Jos, and 
other areas affected by conflict. Consequently, although the project had parameters in terms of 
budget and scope, the larger context of the ongoing conflict also placed conditions. 

3. Limits of online surveys and benefits of in-person explorations of hate 
speech
Online surveys, by their very nature, afford the respondent anonymity, allowing the person 
relatively unhindered opportunities to share information and insight. The workshops, on the 
other hand, actually require individuals to confront the terms and their usage not only person-
ally, but also in interaction with others—perhaps even with individuals from groups targeted 
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by such terms. Rather than inhibit speech, however, the workshops actually established im-
portant insights about potency as well as new terms—perhaps only because of these interac-
tions. This might, in part, explain why “kafir” appeared as a term in the workshops but not in 
the online survey; in exploring the origins, context, and potency of “arne,” “kafir” emerged as an 
even more problematic term of incitement. Furthermore, as with the South Sudan workshops, 
participants expressed a significant degree of appreciation for the peacebuilding aspect of the 
workshops, which allowed them a rare opportunity to engage and probe in a constructive and 
hopeful atmosphere.

4. Challenges regarding definitions and concepts of hate speech
There was significant discrepancy in the quality of responses by participants in the online 
survey, compared with those who took the survey in the focus group discussions. This may be 
due, in part, to the capacity of the discussion facilitators, the background and capacity of par-
ticipants, a combination of the two, or other factors. This outcome suggests that although hate 
speech—and the debate over it—has been an issue in Nigerian public discourse since before 
the high-level federal government commission’s investigation of the 2011 elections, its scope 
and essential concepts still are not broadly understood by civil society, let alone the average 
Nigerian. Indeed, individuals and organizations have various interpretations of hate speech, 
with many misconceptions; thus, allegations based on such uninformed interpretations may 
lead to a situation where legitimate, critical free speech is restricted. Thus, public education on 
this issue should be a focus of programming going forward.

5. Media literacy as a tool to counter hate speech and inform public debate
A significant number of survey respondents did not appear to distinguish between media re-
ports on hate—however superficial the reporting—and hate speech itself. Given that the survey 
respondent universe was relatively knowledgeable and sophisticated on the topic, this sug-
gests that media literacy should be a key programming area going forward, among civil society, 
government, and the public at large. 

6. Limitations of project regarding language
Although much of the hate speech identified online was in English—perhaps because English 
is the lingua franca across Nigeria’s different groups or perhaps because perpetrators seek the 
broadest audience—the responses of survey participants suggest that they had some difficulty 
expressing their understanding in writing and in the survey format provided. Thus, the clarity of 
and insight from our data is likely limited by this lack of respondents’ ability to render mean-
ing from English-language hate speech, let alone hate speech from Nigeria’s other languages. 
Moreover, as the project, survey, and workshops were conducted in English, it is likely that this 
oriented participants to respond more frequently and fully in English than in Nigeria’s other 
languages. Thus, the survey and workshops may have failed to draw out some terms in other 
languages from participants. The project aimed to address these challenges through the use of 
the focus group discussions and validation workshops, where terms could be interrogated in 
person, and by the involvement of Nigerian experts as reviewers.
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